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Call for articles
At the Faculty of Organisation Studies in Novo
mesto, we started new journal, Challenges of the
Future. We are strongly aware that you receive long list of
calls, providing "good, impacted, etc." publishing
opportunities on daily basis. We are not part of that story.
We are simply journal, which is trying to start first volume
in 2016. We have strong editorial board, double-blind
review policy and we follow the principle of free science
for everyone, which means that authors, as well as
readers, will not pay any fee.
We believe, that we all have article which is worthy of world's attention, but it
never had an opportunity to be presented to the scientific community in a proper
way. If the topic is prepared in a proper manner and within the scope, we will be
happy to publish it in the case of positive review result.
What we are searching for?
Challenges of the future is multidisciplinary journal with the focus in social
sciences. The articles in the journal are trying to analyse and reflect the
contemporary social issues. The journal will provide place for classical theoretical
as well as empirical articles. However, we will be especially happy to provide
space also to unorthodox approaches or topics, as long as they are rigorous in the
argument as well as in the research design.
Journal is not focused on the seniority of the authors, but it is open to any,
previously unpublished, article written in English or Slovenian language and it is
prepared according to the guidelines for the authors.
Additional information, guidelines and article template are available at:
http://www.fos.unm.si/si/dejavnosti/zaloznistvo/ip%20cf/
Articles are submitted in electronic form (doc, docx or odt form) to IP@fos.unm.si
Indexing and Abstracting:
The journal is registered and with first year of publication we will apply for
inclusion into the proper databases. At this moment we are just entering the
articles in Slovenian national system COBISS and we will be promoting the
articles to Google Scholar.
On behalf of the journal team
Uroš Pinterič, PhD.
editor

